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Questions of professional ethics 
in the work a law enforcement 

officer

The article deals with professional ethics and moral issues of the 
choice of a law enforcement officer in professional activities. The question 
of duty, the strengthening of the rule of law, improving the service cul-
ture. Shown are the moral values   of duty law enforcement officer, which 
is expressed in the conservation and protection of the rights and freedoms 
of man and citizen. Actualized moral essence of serving law enforcement 
community and the state, as one of the most important factors of training 
people to respect the law.
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Бaян динa М.О.

Құ қық қорғaу оргaн  
қыз мет ке рі нің өз қыз мет бaры-

сындa кә си бі этикaлық мә се-
ле ле рі

Мaқaлaдa кә сі бі этикaлық жә не құ қық қорғaу қыз мет ке рі нің 
өз қыз мет бaры сындa өне ге лі тaңдaу жaсaу мә се ле ле рі қaрaсты-
рылғaн. Кә сі би мін дет, зaңды лық ты нығaйту, кә сі бі мә де ниет ті 
нығaйту мә се ле ле рі зертте лін ген. Aдaм жә не aзaмaттың құ қықтaры 
мен бостaндықтaрын қорғaу жә не қaмтaмaсыз ету де кө рі ніс тaбaтын 
құ қыққорғaу оргaны ның қыз мет ке рі нің кә сі би мін дет тің морaль дық 
құн ды лы ғы көр се тіл ген. Зaңды құр мет теу дің қa сие тін aдaмдaрдa 
тәр бие леу дің мaңыз ды фaкто ры ре тін де құ қыққорғaу оргaны ның 
қыз мет кер ле рі нің қоғaмғa жә не мем ле кет ке қыз мет ету дің aдaмгер-
ші лік мә ні өзек тен ді ріл ген.

Тү йін  сөз дер: кә сі би этикa, морaль дық мін дет, кә сі би мін дет, 
қaрсы нормaлaр, aдaмгер ші лік мі нез-құлық, этикa кaте го риялaры, 
морaль дық қaғидaлaр, нормaлaр.

Бaян динa М. О.

Воп ро сы про фес сионaль ной 
эти ки в дея тельнос ти  

сот руд никa  
прaвоохрa ни тельных оргaнов

В стaтье рaссмaтривaют ся воп ро сы про фес сионaль ной эти-
ки и проб ле мы осу ще ст вле ния нрaвст вен но го вы борa сот руд ни ком 
прaвоохрa ни тельных оргaнов в про фес сионaль ной дея тельнос ти. 
Исс ле довaн воп рос слу жеб но го долгa, ук реп ле ние зaкон нос ти, по-
вы ше ние слу жеб ной культу ры. Покaзaнa суть морaль ной цен нос ти 
слу жеб но го долгa сот руд никa прaвоохрa ни тельно го оргaнa, ко торaя 
вырaжaет ся в охрaне и зaщи те прaв и сво бод че ло векa и грaждa нинa. 
Aктуaли зи ровaнa нрaвст веннaя сущ нос ть слу же ния сот руд ни ков 
прaвоохрa ни тельных оргaнов об ще ст ву и го судaрс тву кaк од но го из 
вaжней ших фaкто ров вос питa ния у лю дей увaжи тельно го от но ше ния 
к зaко ну.

Клю че вые словa: про фес сионaльнaя этикa, морaль ный долг, слу-
жебнaя обязaннос ть, aнти нор мы, нрaвст вен ное по ве де нии, кaте го-
рии эти ки, морaльные прин ци пы, нор мы.
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The most difficult is the problem of the moral choice of law 
enforcement officers in atypical conditions, the more extreme the 
specific situation. And one of the main difficulties in this matter 
related to the conflict with the interests of the moral norms of society 
and the individual, as well as among the rules which forces the 
person to choose which of the moral norms or give preference to the 
contrary, go to antinorms.

As subjects of legal regulation of police officers are subject to 
the professional work of the civil and economic freedom of people. 
The content of the professional activity of law enforcement is the 
protection of economic and civil liberty of people, the interests of 
society and the state power of the powerful state coercion [1]. The 
above provisions on the subject matter and content of the professional 
work of employees of law enforcement bodies of basic units should 
be that the occupation is primarily governed by rules of law. And, if 
you continue to conclude in the professional activity of employees 
of proper moral standards are not very often work as police work 
lies in the field of legal regulation, while moral norms other object, 
purpose and methods of regulation. Professional experience and 
professional awareness of law enforcement officers are regulated 
only some specific, and, moreover, laid down in the rules of law, 
moral and legal permissibility, restrictions and prohibitions or 
human rights law.

Call of duty of police officer, being an integral part of the public 
debt is a moral in its objective and subjective terms. The moral value 
of the objective content of the debt consists in the fact that he is 
subject to the decision of the highest and fair objectives: to protect the 
rights and freedoms of the individual, the security of their country, 
strengthen the rule of law. However, the potential of duty can be 
shown only if they are complemented by subjective moral attitude 
towards him when public duties are perceived and understood as 
personal as deep need and belief in justice and uprightness business, 
which serves [2, p.41] . Duty police officer – this is a high honor and 
a duty, arising from objective the protection needs of the individual, 
society and state, consecrated state-legal requirements and internal 
moral motives.

The essence of the law enforcement agencies directly detected in 
their title: the most important is the fulfillment of the constitutional 
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duties of the State – security and protection of 
the rights and freedoms of man and citizen. The 
rest of their functions – the protection of public 
order, property, crime, prevention of antisocial 
behavior, etc. -. Are the elements of this important 
responsibility. And do law enforcement agencies, in 
turn, are part of one of the main structures of the 
state – of the power structure, which guarantees 
the right to a system of social norms and relations, 
organizing normal functioning of a society.

The main methods through which law 
enforcement agencies carry out their activities 
are the prevention of crime (i.e. educational work 
with citizens) and coercive sanctions, in extreme 
cases, take the form of direct violence. Moreover, 
as is evident from the above definitions, the 
term «powerful force» (i.e., actions that rely on 
coercion, violence) is the main characteristic of law 
enforcement [3, 45p.]. Anyone who lives and works 
in the community, and it is not only the activities 
of living people who want to achieve their goals. 
This system of relations which have developed over 
the centuries, and the principles of public morality, 
which the person is obliged to take into account and 
respect, and prevailing social ideas, theories and 
beliefs that accompany each work process. That’s 
because a positive opinion of the personnel of law 
enforcement agencies, their performance can get a 
positive response, respect, acceptance and support 
of the people when it is consistent with the spirit 
of national traditions, norms of morality rooted in 
society. In the world of public service less profitable 
than business. But the knowledge that society has 
given you power, high prestige of public service (not 
to mention a guaranteed pension and the numerous 
benefits) compensate for certain material costs. 
Respect for the society, the veneration of «people 
of state» – a key indicator of the spiritual and moral 
health of the society, the strength and stability of the 
state. Of course, the main essence of life is to serve 
the law. But it must always keep firmly in mind 

that the law itself is not an end in itself, it exists 
for the public good. And the law – good only on 
the condition that it is realized by society as the 
embodiment of justice, that is, as the embodiment 
of a higher moral principle that ensures normal 
functioning of society and the state.

Law enforcement authorities are endowed with 
great power and strength of the power it draws in 
the law, in devotion to duty and justice. That is what 
strengthens the support and respect of the population. 
But people will not forgive tactlessness, rudeness, 
abuse of power, brutality and arbitrariness. Who 
does not want or can not understand, he did not for 
an employee of the Interior. Strengthening the rule 
of law, improving the service culture – this is the first 
concern of every manager, educational and personnel 
apparatus. The ideological, educational work 
should be widely supported by attention to people, 
their conditions of work and life. If for the sake of 
production, or under any pretext official overshadow 
the care of the needs of people, you will eventually 
be affected not only people, but the case itself. 
Regardless of personal political affiliation, anyone 
who has shoulder straps should be a supporter of the 
policy, which leads through the power of the law. It is 
the law. Safety Act, the Public Order Act, the law on 
defense, the law on the inviolability of our borders, 
the law on individual rights of our citizens, etc. This 
is also one of the faces of our patriotism – the ministry 
of law, respect for the law.

Important to work in law enforcement is the 
quality of law enforcement – that is their main 
bottleneck. Quality management – the most 
important success factor in improving the efficiency 
of their operations. Important factors that reduce 
the credibility of law enforcement agencies, are 
in an extremely inadequate resourcing them, low 
communication culture, for example, police officers 
with the citizens, low professionalism, bureaucracy, 
red tape, extortion, corruption, the use of official 
position for personal gain [4, 42c. ].
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